AN ORIGINAL GUIDE TO
CARING FOR OUR
SEXUAL WELLBEING
by Smile Makers

Our sexual wellbeing is closely related to our overall
wellbeing, and taking care of it goes way beyond
reproductive health and STIs prevention. Indeed, our
experience of sex is not only a physical one, and the mental
and emotional aspects of it matter just as much.
This is why we have gathered a comprehensive guide to
caring to your sexual wellbeing, with original activities and
pleasure tips to explore your sensual self!

DRAW SEXUALITY
What does sexuality look like to you? Is it different for men
and women? What would an orgasm look like? Using
coloured pens and paper draw whatever comes up for you.
The result will be completely unique to your experience of
sexuality. What would your ideal version of your sexuality
look like?
It has been proven that women who know their sexual
bodies best have more satisfying sex lives and this starts
with looking at our intimate parts!

EMBRACE YOUR FANTASY
Imagination is a major mental and emotional activity of
human beings: we have an innate talent to create more or
less realistic stories in our minds. Using our erotic
imagination plays a key role in the cycle of sexual response as
it fuels our desire and our arousal response making sex much
more pleasurable. Healthy fantasising looks like Mental
Framing: imaging scenarios to get you and/or your partner in
the mood to excite and entertain.

Fantasies are a great way to uncover what excites us sexually.
Create your own erotic story: Using a timer for 5 minutes
write as many scenarios, locations and characters you can.
Then once the timer goes off, choose a combination
(scenario, location and characters) that most stand out to you
and create an erotic story.
You now have your own personalised erotica to refer to or to
share with your partner if you want to!

DO SENSUAL JOURNALING
Journaling can be a great way to blow off steam; releasing
and reflecting on the day, our feelings and deepest thoughts.
It can also be a powerful way to help manifest how you want
to feel by highlighting our desires, focusing on and urging
our inner most selves to magnify the positive aspect of
ourselves into our lives.

Activity – Journal about your relationship to your
sexuality
Using these journal prompt, reflect on how you currently feel
about your sexuality.

The three things I like more about myself are...
I feel most sexual when...
I feel most aroused when / by...
I prioritise my own pleasure by…
I show myself compassion and love by…
My favourite sexual encounter was when...
My current fantasy is...
Looking back our journals can be a fun way to see how we
have grown and challenged ourselves. Set a reminder to
come back to this journal entry in a few months, have your
answers changed?
With the theme of reflection in mind, if you could speak to
your younger self what would you want to tell them? From
all that you have learnt so far in life, what stands out about
sex and sexuality that you wish you could tell your 20,16 or
14-year-old self?

LEARN HOW TO BREATHE BETTER
Our breath is a bridge between our mental, emotional and
physical selves. The body uses the breath to send a message
to the brain and vice versa; it prepares us for action and for
rest.
When we inhale more, our heart beats faster, our muscles
tense and we are able to orgasm. When we exhale more our
heart beat slows, our digestive and rest systems kicks in and
arousal is possible.
Practise being comfortable with hearing your breath and if
you, like many others, tend to hold your breath when excited,
use the exercise below regularly to create better habits that
you can then use during masturbation and partner sex.

Activity – Awaken the pelvis with your breath
Sitting comfortably, focus on your breathing. Visualise
sending your breath to your pelvis. As you inhale you might
squeeze or create a sense of lifting in your pelvis, and then
relaxing it as you exhale.
Practise this without forcing or holding the breath until you
establish a comfortable rhythm. The next step would be to
repeat the steps above focusing specifically on the labia or
vagina during the inhales. Try this in stages; starting off by
focusing on the area that naturally has the most sensation for
you.
This might look like: Inhaling for a count of 4 as you bring
some tension to the vagina walls and then exhaling for a
smooth count of 4 as you relax the vagina walls. The relaxing
is just as important as the tension! Don’t be alarmed if this is
not something you can sense right away, many of us are not
used to having so much awareness in this part of our bodies.
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TRY A BREAST MASSAGE
According to Taoism and Tantra, the breasts are known as the
“Gateway to awakenings a women’s pleasure”. Perhaps this is
because they are close to one’s heart. It’s also likely that
Taoist understand the breast are an erogenous zone and
stimulating them releases a cocktail of feel-good hormones.
Breast massage can also help us to cultivate a feeling of body
autonomy. Connecting us with a sense of personal power in a
“safe, gentle and accessible way.”
There is no correct way to practise breast massage. You
might want to use an oil and stroke them in circular motions;
changing direction, speed and pressure to find what you like
most.
Notice how you feel after a session of massaging your breast.
Maybe it awakens a sense of vitality in you or arousal. Either
way it is your body to do with what you wish so remember
what feels good is another tool at your disposal for accessing
pleasure.

UPDATE YOUR SEX EDUCATION
How do our bodies experience pleasure? What are the role of
our different organs in it? How does our menstrual cycle can
impact our ability to climax? What influences vaginal
lubrication? Are there really two types of orgasms and is it
normal if I have never experienced both?
We all have a lot of questions about sex, and knowing their
answers can literally change our whole experience of it.
At Smile Makers, we have collected your questions and asked
them to sexologists to bring you educated replies. You can
take our free online course called Vulva Talks for all things
related to vulva pleasure!

TRY NEW PLEASURE TECHNIQUES
Keen to move on to practice? Get curious about new ways to
pleasure. Exploring a new body area, trying a new type of
touch, testing a new toy...
Here are a few you can test on your own, with a
toy and/or with a partner:
Don't start with the genital area and explore
other erogenous zones on your body. Our
skin has many receptors sensitive to light
touch, that you can tickle with a tongue
vibrator or with the tip of your fingers.
Explore the sensitivity of the whole vulva:
from the pubis to the vaginal entrance, take
your time to massage the whole vulva. Try
different types of touch and pressure on the
labia, around and on the clitoris, around the
vaginal entrance. You can also experiment
with a vulva vibrator.
Try edging: stimulate the clitoris until you
feel close to orgasm, pause the stimulation
while cupping with a vibrator or your hand to
maintain
arousal,
then
resume
the
stimulation.
Explore deeper stimulation while going
slowly, breathing with intention, using
lubricant if you need to. Prepare yourself first
by massaging the external part of the clitoris,
all the way to climax if you want, before
moving on to internal stimulation.

MASTURBATION
TECHNIQUES

